Mystery of the Pharaoh’s Treasure
Solve an Egyptian Mystery!
Take a step back in time to unravel this mysterious Egyptian adventure! Decipher hieroglyphics, use astronomy to predict the burial site of a mummy and take home a share of REAL GOLD! Full-Day campers will solve the riddle of the Sphinx and reveal a crystal treasure.

Go Wild!
Meet Live Animals!
Leap into the wild on an awesome adventure to investigate interesting plants and amazing animals. Build a nature kit complete with binoculars, bug cage and telescope. Stay a full day to take part in the Animal Olympics, make glowing fire flies and sticky octopus arms.

Space and Rocketry 2010
Build and Launch an Eco-Friendly Hydro-Rocket!
Get pumped up for some space exploration! Using the power of air pressure and water, launch your very own rocket over 100 feet into the air. Stay a full day and build your own motorized Lunar Rover and make craters with marble meteorites!

Gizmo’s Robot Factory
Build a Walking Motorized K’Nex® Robot!
Investigate what makes a robot tick as you take a robot’s-eye view in 3-D, listen with electronic ears, and compete in the Robo-Olympics. Stay all day to create a crazy invention and discover how robots are changing the face of our world.
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